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A series of crises, such as European Monetary System crisis, Mexico’s Peso 
crisis and the Asian crisis, break out one after another all over the world since 
1990s, so does its currency in Russia, Brazil, Turkey, Argentina. One of the 
outstanding characters in these financial crises is violent devaluation, even the 
collapse of currency regimes. The economists at home and abroad approach this 
subject from different angles, they reach an unanimous conclusion that improper 
exchange rate arrangements is maybe one of the important institutional causes, it 
leads to the above financial crises. More and more attention is paid to the 
question on choice of currency regimes. 
However, the case studies often focus on operation of exchange rate level 
for a kind of currency or evolution of currency regime for a country in the extant 
and relevant literature, its deficiency is obvious due to the scarcity of enough 
representativeness on the discussed object or completeness in method. As far as 
the question on choice of currency regime is concerned, it is important to make a 
comprehensively, systematically, thoroughly theoretic analysis and practical 
exploration. The study in this dissertation can be regarded as a preliminary try. 
The conception of currency regime is defined to be a series of 
arrangements or regulations laid down by currency bureau on exchange rate 
level and its adjustment, variation in order to realize a certain economic target. 
According to the logic that “determination for exchange rate level first, 
adjustment pattern for exchange rate second”, the study goes on from following 
two aspects, first, exchange rate determination for some representative currency 
such as euro, Yen, and Ringgit is analyzed. After investigating the actual choice 
of currency regimes in the world completely, the author find out the recent forms 
of currency regime chosen by developed countries mainly concentrate on single 
currency or floating regime, on the converse, the forms developing countries 
choose is moving toward multipolarization, they almost consist of all forms of 














Under the extant RMB regime having fixed character, exchange rate for RMB is 
based on central bank’s exchange transaction and pegged dollar singly, moreover, 
the dual restrictions of volume control and daily fluctuation range in micro 
mechanism are taken. Such factors as interest rate’s change, favorable balance of 
payments, exchange reserve’s expansion and investors’ expectation in market 
will influence RMB exchange rate level to different point. Because interest rate 
control during transitional period make interest rate itself strongly endogenous, 
whether “in control” capital or “out of control” capital flow limitedly and 
simultaneously as well as non-symmetry between inflow capital and outflow 
capital, the mechanism of interest rate parity in China works inefficiently. The 
author sets up a minimized central bank’s cost model as a theoretic analysis 
framework from the angle of Krugman’s trilemma, then discusses that the extant 
RMB regime is a second-best choice under the limited capital liquidity in China. 
With capital liquidity strengthening in the process of finance-deepening, RMB 
regime will changes gradually in the path to target area regime and more flexible 
regime. Finally, that how RMB regime influence national fiscal policy, monetary 
policy, including the relations between RMB regime and inflation, growth of 
economy, financial crisis in China is analyzed. 
Capital flow in China is composed of two kinds: “in control” capital flow 
and “out of control” capital flow. The relaxation for regulation policy means that 
the initiate starting point of capital flow drops at a low level, some of “out of 
control” capital flows legally, so it give rise to “stimulus effect” and “transaction 
effect”. It is because of limited capital flow in China that the inherent conditions 
to make interest rate mechanism work are in existence. Although its 
manifestation is very special, there is a certain divergence between interest rate 
gap and expected variation rate in RMB. Along with relaxing interest rate, 
capital flow and strengthening effective fluctuation of RMB exchange rate, the 
divergence will decrease gradually, the extant interest rate parity mechanism in 
China will move to that of developed countries. Different form of currency 














such as the loss index of monetary policy’s independence or central bank’s 
prejudice coefficient. Due to the relevant factors varying continually, currency 
regime is in dynamic changes in a long-time. Hence, the choice of regime is just 
not a static question. It is at central bank’s discretion of concrete conditions for a 
country. No single currency regime is right for all countries or at all times, so is 
RMB regime. The author try to break through a single description that 
compulsory buying-selling exchange mechanism will transform to intentioned 
buying-selling exchange mechanism in China, and give a credible basis to this 
change from the angle of restraining monetary shock effect. 
Based on the above logic, the following contents are probed specially in the 
dissertation: modern theory on exchange rate determination; exchange rate 
determination for euro, Yen, Ringgit; comparative analysis on choice of 
currency regime; RMB exchange rate in equilibrium; international capital flow 
and RMB regime; the choice of RMB regime; macro policy effect and 
performance under RMB regime etc. 
The analyses in this dissertation bolster the strategies of financial reform in 
China in terms of theory, especially to how to choose a satisfactory currency 
regime with increasing financial risks. The extant RMB regime is partially 
rational to some extent, but central bank will choose it again inevitably on 
condition that some factors influencing the choice of RMB regime have changed. 
Anyhow, China has been in dilemma in many cases, but it perhaps has to be 
transitional move and dialectical also. If the study can be helpful to reform of 
RMB regime, it is just the purpose author wants. 
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